
Being an NLP Consultant with an Organization 

1. Resourceful State - Peter Block describes the key state for Consulting as “Being Authentic”, 
being willing to tell the client what you are experiencing as you work with them 

2. Establish Rapport - Even before you meet the person, establish: 

a. Who is the client? If you’re working with an organization, who exactly in the 
organization is hiring you?  

b. Who else will be concerned, and who’ll be at meetings?  

c. Are you at the stage of clarifying whether your services are wanted at all, or at the 
stage of working out a contract? 

d. Clarify whether your role is to be an “Expert”, an “Assistant” or a “Collaborator” 

e. Client commitment is a secondary goal of every meeting. If motivation seems low, 
chunk up to the intention of the project, and suggest a smaller step or a safer project. 

f. Use your communication skills such as “I” messages, Reflective Listening, the Two 
Step, Conflict Resolution, and Values Consulting to respond to any “resistance” 

3. SPECIFY Outcome - Your contract will clarify: 

a. Your role 

b. What role the client will have 

c. The time schedule 

d. Arrangements about confidentiality 

e. Arrangements about feedback to you 

f. The objectives of the project 

g. Payment and other “valid considerations” 

h. Arrangements about how to renegotiate the contract if need be 
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Dana and James Robinson clarify four different types of outcome. In a business, there are 
Business outcomes (outcomes at the level of the organization or section), Performance 
outcomes (outcomes at the level of how individual people will behave if the Business needs are 
met), Training outcomes (what people must learn if they are to meet performance outcomes), 
and Work Environment outcomes (what changes in the work environment must happen if 
people are to meet performance outcomes).  

4. Open Up Model Of The World - Collecting data about the situation is itself an intervention. 
Aim to involve the client in data collection. Clarify how information will be collected and 
from whom, and get the client’s cooperation in doing this. Find out: 

a. How is the client contributing to the problem situation, and how are others 
contributing to the situation? 

b. How are current systems, including attempts to solve the situation, contributing to 
the problem? 

c. Which problems are underlying problems and which are symptoms? 

d. What actions assist in solving or alleviating the problem, and how can these be 
supported? 

e. Who is skilled enough at solving the problem to be modeled, and what do they do 
that works? 

f. Continuously simplify the data and use language free of your own and the client’s 
jargon. 

g. Create sensory-specific descriptions. 

h. Give as feedback the results of your data collection to the client, with an emphasis on 
what they can change in a sensory-specific way. 
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5. Leading - This phase is called ‘Implementation’ in Consulting terms. In an organization, it 
may involve: 

a.  Training sessions 

b. Performance support systems 

c. Setting up teams to deal with the problem 

d. Redesigning of job descriptions and work processes 

e. Changing systems or physical environments  

f. In individual work, it may involve:  

i. Learning new skills 

ii. Using NLP change processes 

iii. Setting tasks for the person to do between sessions 

iv. Decisions about changes in the person’s environment and lifestyle 

6. Verify Changes - The results of interventions should be checked not against the 
intervention plans (e.g., “Did the training run?” “Did we do the Trauma Cure?”) but against 
the higher-level objectives for the individual’s life, or for the business and the performance 
of its staff. 

7. Exit and Future Pace - The process may be recycled, or long-term plans made for dealing 
with any similar situations in future. New outcomes may emerge that the client would now 
like to deal with.
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